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(Theory of ReaI Functions & Introduction to Metric Spaces)

Time:3 Hours FdlMarks:60

The figures in the margin indicate full marla.
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.

Notation and symbols have their usual meaning,

l. Answet any ten questions: 2xfi=20

(a) Find lime'sgn(r*[4 , where the signum function is defined as sgn (r) = {_1 if ; : 3

and [r] means the greatest integer less than or equal to r.

(b) Prove, using sequential criteria, that limcosldoes not exist.
')0 X.

(c) Give an example of two discontinuous functions f (x) and,g(z) such that their product
f (x)S@) is conrinuous.

(d) Prove that /(*) = sin (i), r e (0, 1) is not uniformJy conrinuous in (0, 1).

(e) Give an example of a real valued function / which is continuous at a point but/, does not
exist at that point.

(f) Ifl'exists and is monotonic on an open inte*ar (a, b),then prove that /, is continuous on
(a,b).

(g) Verify Lagrange's mean value theorem for /(r) = x3 -3x+1 on[1,3].

$) ff f(4+h)=f(a)+hf'(a)+!f"{a)+!r"'to+oh) and, fio(x) is continuous and

non-zero at.x = a, then show that Ir*r:+

(i) Let /(r) = {i; -l i:ii Does rhere exisr a tuncrion F such that Ft(x) - f (x) n
[-1,1]? Justify your answer.

O Showthat cos.r + xsin, > f, forx e (0,]).
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(k) A tunction is defined on [0, 1] bV /(O) = 1 = f (L) and

f (i -_? ',',?J[rationar

where ffi,rl are positive integers prime to each other.

Examine the continuity of the functio n f (x) at every rational point in [0,1].

(1) Let d and d* be metrics on a set X. Examine if maxfd, d.] is a metric on X.

(m) Let(x,d)be ametric space andA c. x.prove 11ru1fi = x - A".

(n) Examine whether the set of rational numbers Q is closed or not w.r.t. discrete metric.

(o) Let E - t(x,!) : 0 I x I !,1 < y < 2; y is rational]. Find the set of limit points of E with
usual metric in R2.

2. Answet any fozr questions:

(a) lt f (x) isacontinuousfunctionon R such thatf (x +y) = f (x) + f (y),tind f (x).

(b) Let f(x) and g(x) a.re both real valued continuous funcrions defined on [0, 1]

f (x) = g(x),V x e Qn [0, 1],Qbeing the set of rational numbers. prove thatf (x)
v x e [0, 1].

(c) Examine the nature of discontinuity of f (x) at x : 0, where f (x) -

5x4-20

and let

= g(x),

(L
l+, x*o
I ex+7
I(0, x=o

(d) State and prove Cauchy's mean value theorem. l+4
(cL

(e) (i) Let f : R + R be defined by f(x) - l*'sin;, x * 0

(0, x=o
Show that f is differentiable on R but f is not continuous on R.

(ii) Show that the function f(x)={r^-#, **O^has no Maclaurin,s series expansion,[0, x=0
although the function has derivative of all orders everywhere. 3+Z

(0 Prove that in a metric space arbitrary union of open sets is open. Does this result hold for
arbitrary intersections? Justify your answer. 3+2

3. Answer any two questions: 
1 0xZ_20

(a) (i) Let f be continuous function on a closed and bounded inrervalfa,b]. If f (a) + f (b),
then prove that f attains every value between f(a)and,f (b)at least once in the open
interval (a,b).
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(ii) Give an example to show that intermediate value property does not characterize the
continuity of the function.

(iii) Let lbean interval andf : I + R.be such thatf has arelativeextremum ataninterior
point c of I.It f'(c) exists, then prove that f '(c) - 0. 3+2+5

(b) (i) LetDcR.and a functionf ,D+ R,be uniformly continuous onD. If {xr}be a

Cauchy sequence in D , then prove that tf @")j is a Cauchy sequence in R.

Give an example to show that the above property is not true for continuous function.

(ii) Prove that between any two real roots of the equation ex sin x * L = 0 there is at least
one real root of the equation tan x * L - 0. (3+2)+5

If p1 and Pzare the radii of curvature at the ends of two conjugate diameters of an ellipse
*2 ^.2 / 3 3\ z* 'Y ' vethat{pi+pil@Di-a2+b2.-tar: r,Pro 

\ /

Find Maclaurin's infinite series expansion of the function f (x) : sin x, x € R.. 5+5

LetX be a non-empty set anddl,d2be two metrics onX. Prove thatd: XxX+ R.

defined by d(x,!) : is a metric on X.

Prove that the metric space lo for 1 a p ( oo is separable.

(c) (i)

(ii)

(d) (i)

(ii) 5+5



(3)

(ii) Give an example to show that intermediate
continuity of the function.

(iii) Let I be an interval and f : I -> R be such that fhas a relative extremum at aninteriorpoint c of I . rt f'(c) exists, then prove that f ,(r) = Q. 
rsr.Lrve cx,,en 

3+2+5

(b) (i) LetDcR and a function f 'o+R-P dr"rmly continuous onD. If {xr} be acauchy sequence in D,then prove that {f (x^)}i, u iur.hy sequence in R.Give an example to show that the above property is not true for continuous function.
(ii) Prove that between any two real roots of the equation ex sin x * L= 0 there is at reastonerearrootof theequationtan x*1,=0. 

u !,rrr.,r r r -= | 
e+z)+5(c) 

' 'j!: 3o 
* are the *ooro!"*:y* at theends o( rwo conjugate diameters oI an elripse

azb

(ii) Find Maclaurin's infinite series expansion of the function f (x)= sinx, x e R. 5+5
(d) (i) Let x be a non-emp ty set and dt, dz be two metrics on x. prove that d. : x xx - Rdefined by d(x,!) = ,, 

" 
_"n c on X.

(ii) Prove that the meffic space lo for L A p ( m is separable.
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value property does not chara cteize the

5+5


